
Bringing eDiscovery excellence to Germany
Seamless global reach, top-tier security, and an experienced team ready to help you take on any size project 
anywhere in the world. 

Local convenience, global reach
80+ offices across four continents positions Epiq to 
deliver beyond client expectations wherever needs may 
arise. In Europe and Asia-Pacific, we boast 18 offices and 
eight data centres, giving you the local expertise, in-
country data security and global reach you need.

Expertise in Germany
Epiq has been working closely with global law firms and 
corporations to solve eDiscovery challenges in Germany 
since 2015. As a global leader in providing best-quality 
legal technology products and services for electronic 
discovery and document review, we tailor our approach 
to your unique needs, no matter the location, size, or 
complexity of your project. 

What we offer
• Expert consulting, forensics, and collections

• Electronically stored information (ESI) mapping, 
preservation, and processing

• Early case assessment (ECA), predictive coding, and 
electronic document review tools

• Document review services, managed review, and 
staffing

• eDiscovery managed services

Security
• We maintain a multi-layered security program 

utilising leading commercial technology to provide 
defence against both external and internal attacks.

• We operate an ISO 27001:2013 certified data centre 
in Germany, with hardened exteriors sitting on dual 
power grids, employing generator backup, and 
24/7/365 closed circuit and manned monitoring.

• Epiq maintains a full-time staff of certified 
information security professionals to manage 
our security program. Regular audits and risk 
assessments are combined with an advanced 
intelligence network to assess potential security 
risks and Epiq’s ability to meet emerging threats.

• Epiq employs the latest backup methodologies with 
a variety of disaster recovery options to meet a wide 
range of data recovery requirements.

• We provide hardened network security controls that 
are required to protect work product and ensure 
privacy.
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Consulting services—discovery preparedness, litigation, 
regulation and practice support, records management, 
early case assessment  (ECA), and information governance, 
including General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) services.

eDiscovery services—data collection, forensic analysis, 
processing, hosting, document prioritisation, and 
production. We facilitate early case assessment, highly 
scalable processing, and the most efficient review and 
production of eDiscovery data, by using our proprietary 
management platform or a range of market leading third 
party tools.

Document review services—we manage the review 
of large document collections in eDiscovery projects, 
provide qualified legal professionals, develop document 
review protocols, provide project management, and 
staffing services.

Epiq on-site solutions—we provide data processing 
and hosting capabilities via our portable solution, a 
server environment that can be deployed in-situ at client 
sites, with Epiq experts providing on-site assistance 
from the point of data collection all the way through to 
supporting document review. 

eDiscovery managed services (EMS)—we provide a 
holistic, enterprise-wide approach to eDiscovery. EMS 
eliminates the upfront costs of purchasing hardware and 
software. We provide every capability needed to reliably 
perform eDiscovery—software, hardware, people, and 
processes—and the workflow management to make 
these capabilities work together.

Artificial intelligence & predictive coding—by 
deploying Technology Assisted Review (TAR) tools we 
help clients save money, meet deadlines, mitigate risk, 
and increase consistency of document review projects. 

Court reporting & transcription services—we provide 
a range of flexible, affordable, and accurate recording 
and transcription services.
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